
Pecan Cracker 238C

Cracker 238C

The industry leader in nut cracking!

Savage crackers have revolutionized the 
pecan-shelling industry over the past couple of 
decades. In North and South America, Australia 
and South Africa, Savage’s superb crackers are 
helping shellers, large and small, speed through 
tons of nuts and improve their bottom line.

The Savage 238C Cracker is an engineering 
marvel derived from the tried-and-true Savage 
238S. It can handle an amazing 400 nuts per 
minute, and produce a higher quality end-prod-
uct with more complete halves! Learn more 
about these crackers on the Savage website.
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Savage Crackers revolutionize
 nut-shelling operations!

Savage 238C Cracker

Typical Small-Scale
Pecan Shelling Plant
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Savage Equipment’s 238S cracker revolutionized 
nut-cracking operations around the world, and the 
238C is even better. Like the original, the 238C’s 
precision air-powered system “snugs up” tight 
against almost any sized pecan, resulting in more 
consistent cracking and a very high percentage of 
complete nut-halves. Although it looks much the 
same on the outside and �ts in the exact same 
footprint, the 238C is a whole new machine on the 
inside.  The all-new turret of the 238C incorporates 
the functions of the hoses and air cylinders of the 
238S. It requires less maintenance and is easier to 
work on. It also does a better job of cracking at the 
high end of its speed range compared to the 238S.

Savage 238 Crackers are the heartbeat of Savage 
Silverline nut-shelling systems around the world. 
Savage Equipment, can put together a complete 
shelling plant, including crackers, shellers, sizers, 
elevators, inspection tables and packaging 
stations. Contact the Savage shelling experts to 
design the ideal system to meet your needs.

238C Cracker Features:
• Simple operator controls
• Small size footprint
• Constructed with durable, food-friendly 

stainless steel  
• High performance with almost any nut size
• Unique valve system provides even wear 

and fewer parts changes
• Cleaner operation with less dust and less 

nut pieces
• Designed to require less maintenance.
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Scan this QR
code to visit
the Savage
website.

Savage 238C Cracker

Maximum Output

Dimensions LxWxH

Discharge Ht

Air Requirements

Electrical Req.

400 nuts per min.

45” x 31” x 51.5”

16”

10 CFM at 90 PSI

110 or 230 VAC


